Have a Conversation with Your Data.

Interactive Analytics is a companion solution
to Workforce Management PLUS and/or
CourtNotify that enables the utilization of
data within these systems (or data received
from other platforms like CAD, RMS or CMS)
to generate reports, charts, and dashboards.
u Analytize Data from Your Point-of-View
Going
beyond
widget
dashboards,
Interactive Analytics empowers business
users to interrogate the data that is important
to them and generate analytics based
on their viewpoint. Using the solution’s
analysis tools, users can easily sort, group
and filter their data before viewing it in
tables, charts or other types of visualizations.
Visual galleries can then be used to create
self-service dashboards and reports.

Benefits

u Schedule What, When, and for Whom to Share Your Analytics

• Generate visualizations with

With Interactive Analytics, users can easily generate and share

no technical expertise
• Interact with data based on

intuitive self-service reports, charts and dashboards.

Ongoing

delivery of analytical reports and visualizations can be scheduled

specific viewpoints

for specific personnel or groups. From spotting workforce trends

• Eliminate need for

to discovering problematic causes of specific types of activities,

proprietary data storage or

self-service analytics help leaders make data-driven decisions

separate infrastructure
• Save time generating and
distributing ongoing reports

u The Missing Link for Justifications and Data-Driven Management
Discover patterns in workforce activities and the associated costs, such as:
» Grant-funded activities

» Causes of excessive overtime

» Trends for future planning

» Status of regulatory reporting

» CAD incident response times

» Firearms usage and renewals

» Certification renewals

» Unplanned absentee sources

Contact us at 866-779-1689.
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